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Welcome to a world like no other. The Ringworld: a landmark engineering achievement, a flat band 3 million times the surface area of Earth,
encircling a distant star. Home to trillions of inhabitants, not all of which are human, and host to amazing technological wonders, the
Ringworld is unique in all of the universe. Explorere Louis Wu, an Earth-born human who was part of the first expedition to Ringworld,
becomes enmeshed in interplanetary and interspecies intrigue as war, and a powerful new weapon, threaten to tear the Ringworld apart
forever. Now, the future of Ringworld lies in the actions of its children: Tunesmith, the Ghould protector; Acolyte, the exiled son of Speaker-toAnimals, and Wembleth, a strange Ringworld native with a mysterious past. All must play a dangerous in order to save Ringworld's
population, and the stability of Ringworld itself. Blending awe-inspiring science with non-stop action and fun, Ringworld's Children, the fourth
installment of the multiple award-winning saga, is the perfect introduction for readers new to this New York Times bestselling series, and longtime fans of Larry Niven's Ringworld. At the Publisher's request, this title is being sold without Digital Rights Management Software (DRM)
applied.
Larry Niven's bestselling Man-Kzin series continues! The kzin, formerly invincible conquerors of all they encountered, had a hard time dealing
with their ignominious defeat by the leaf-eating humans. Some secretly hatched schemes for a rematch, others concentrated on gathering
power within the kzin hierarchy, and some shamefully cooperated with the contemptible humans, though often for hidden motives. In war and
in uneasy peace, kzin and humans continue their adventures with a masterful addition to the Man-Kzin Wars shared universe created by
multiple New York Times best seller, incomparable tale-spinner, and Nebula- and five-time Hugo-Award-winner, Larry Niven. Stories by Jane
Lindskold, Charles E. Gannon, and more. At the publisher's request, this title is sold without DRM (Digital Rights Management).
After the peaceful, utopian colony world of Wunderland is devastated by the attacks of the felinoid Kzin warriors, the human defenders are
forced to turn to guerrilla warfare in the planet's jungles and caves after the Kzin devastate the cities, in a new novel based on the universe
created by Larry Niven.
On Planet Destiny, Jemmy Blocher kills a laborer and flees for his life along the long road forged by the mysterious Cavorite and its crew,
who disappeared more than 250 years earlier
FICTION-SCIENCE FICTION
Larry Niven created his popular "Magic Goes Away" universe in 1967, and it has been a source of delight and inspiration ever since. By
asking the simple question, What if magic were a finite resource?, Niven brought to life a mesmerizing world of wonder and loss, of hope and
despair. The success of his first story collection, "The Magic Goes Away, " birthed two sequel anthologies, "The Magic May Return" and
"More Magic." All three volumes are collected here for the first time, with stories by Niven himself, as well as contributions by such luminaries
of fantasy as Roger Zelazny, Fred Saberhagen, Steven Barnes, and Poul Anderson. Featuring a brand-new introduction by Larry Niven, "The
Magic Goes Away Collection" gives readers insight into the breathtaking world of Niven and Jerry Pournelle's "The Burning City" and "Burning
Tower" and stands on its own as a landmark in fantasy fiction
Larry Niven•s bestselling Man-Kzin series continues! The kzin, formerly invincible conquerors of all they encountered, had a hard time
dealing with their ignominious defeat by the leaf-eating humans. Some secretly hatched schemes for a rematch, others concentrated on
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gathering power within the kzin hierarchy, and some shamefully cooperated with the contemptible humans, though often for hidden motives.
In war and in uneasy peace, kzin and humans continue their adventures with a masterful addition to the Man-Kzin Wars shared universe
created by multiple New York Times best-seller, incomparable tale-spinner, and Nebula- and five-time Hugo-Award-winner, Larry Niven. At
the publisher's request, this title is sold without DRM (Digital Rights Management). About the Man-Kzin War Series: _[The Man-Kzin Wars
series is] excellent . . .gripping . . .and expands well on Larry Niven•s universe. . . .Ó _Locus About series creator Larry Niven: _Niven•s
masterly use of SF strategies hits every note. . .__Los Angeles Times
A thrilling stand-alone novel addition to the long-running, popular Man-Kzin Wars series created by New York Times multiple best seller, Larry
Niven. _Ah, the wealth o• the treasure planet be beyond the dreams of Man or the hopes o• Kzin!Ó On Wunderland, a generation after
Liberation, memories of the bloody kzin conquest and Occupation have faded, and men and kzin live largely in peace. But the fabulous
treasure of the kzin pirates, hidden on a distant world, remains a magnet for freebooters. Young Peter Cartwright and his kzinrett friend
Marthar receive information and map from a most unlikely source and soon themselves fighting the most ruthless pirates in Known Space for
an unimaginable prize. At the publisher's request, this title is sold without DRM (Digital Rights Management). About the Man-Kzin War Series:
_[The Man-Kzin Wars series is] excellent . . .gripping . . .and expands well on Larry Niven•s universe. . . .Ó _Locus

A special commemoration of this long_running themed science fiction anthology edited by multiple #1 best seller, Larry Niven.
Here is the 25th anniversary edition of the original volume that started it all. Includes an all_new introduction by Larry Niven for this
re_issue of the first volume in a series that now numbers fourteen volumes and is still going strong. Larry Niven•s bestselling
Man_Kzin series begins! The kzin, formerly invincible conquerors of all they encountered, had a hard time dealing with their
ignominious defeat by the leaf_eating humans. Some secretly hatched schemes for a rematch, others concentrated on gathering
power within the kzin hierarchy, and some shamefully cooperated with the contemptible humans, though often for hidden motives.
In war and in uneasy peace, here is the first masterful volume in the Man_Kzin Wars shared universe anthology created by
multiple New York Times best_seller, incomparable tale_spinner, and Nebula_ and five_time Hugo_Award_winner, Larry Niven. At
the publisher's request, this title is sold without DRM (Digital Rights Management).
Welcome to the hottest pocket in Larry Niven’s Known Space: the time of the assault on pacifist humanity by berserker felinoids
from the planet Kzin. This time humanity’s representatives to the Warrior Race are Donald Kingsbury, Greg Bear, and Steve
Stirling. As is traditional in this war for species survival, in all cases “monkey cleverness” (i.e., human cunning) is more than a
match for felinoid ferocity. But as is also traditional, victory never comes cheap to those out on the sharp edge of The Man-Kzin
Wars. At the publisher's request, this title is sold without DRM (Digital Rights Management).
The Kzin were the mightiest warriors in the galaxy, which they were wasting no time in conquering, one star system at a time.
Then those feline lords of creation ran into those ridiculous weed-eating pacifistic apes who called themselves humans. And the
catlike Kzin found they had their collective tail caught in a meat grinder. When the mighty Kzin moved in to take over the monkeyinfested worlds, they got clobbered. The humans, with their underhanded monkey cunning, turned communications equipment and
space drives into weapons that cut the dauntless Kzin heroes into ribbons. And then those underhanded humans gained a fasterPage 2/7
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than-light drive, and no amount of screaming and leaping could keep the Kzin from losing their first war in centuries of successful
conquest. But you can't keep a good warcat down, and the Kzin have by no means given up. New weapons, new strategies, and
new leaders. Here they come again and those monkey-boys from Earth had better watch their backs. Once again, it's howling time
in Known Space! At the publisher's request, this title is sold without DRM (Digital Rights Management).
The catlike Kzin race, bred to be conquerors, believes that the salad-eating ape-humans of planet Earth will be pushovers, until
they realize their opponents are pacifists only because they are so good at warfare. Reissue.
The Man-Kzin Wars25th Anniversary EditionBaen Publishing Enterprises
Jaybee Corbell travels three million years into the future to a homecoming on an earth in a transformed, relocated solar system
This retrospective collection features excerpts from some of the author's acclaimed novels, classic tales of science fiction such as
"Inconstant Moon" and "The Hole Man," previously uncollected works including the novellas "Brenda" and "The Kiteman," and
essays, anecdotes, and observations. Reprint. 25,000 first printing.
The beginning of a hard sci-fi series, Deam Park is a visionary science fiction classic from Larry Niven and Steven Barnes A group
of pretend adventurers suit up for a campaign called "The South Seas Treasure Game." As in the early Role Playing Games, there
are Dungeon Masters, warriors, magicians, and thieves. The difference? At Dream Park, a futuristic fantasy theme park full of
holographic attractions and the latest in VR technology, they play in an artificial enclosure that has been enhanced with special
effects, holograms, actors, and a clever storyline. The players get as close as possible to truly living their adventure. All's fun and
games until a Park security guard is murdered, a valuable research property is stolen, and all evidence points to someone inside
the game. The park's head of security, Alex Griffin, joins the game to find the killer, but finds new meaning in the games he helps
keep alive. At the Publisher's request, this title is being sold without Digital Rights Management Software (DRM) applied.

While one Kzin commander tries to stop the war between the powerful felinoid warriors from the planet Kzin and the
weak leaf-eating monkey-boys from Earth, Carroll Locklear, stranded on a world with prehistoric Kzinti, must race against
time to discover a way to survive, in a volume containing the two novels The Children's Hour and Cathouse. Reprint.
25th anniversary edition of the original volume that started it all. Includes an all-new introduction by Larry Niven and art
by Stephen Hickman for this re-issue of the first volume in a series that now numbers fourteen volumes. A special
commemoration of this long-running themed science fiction anthology edited by multiple #1 best seller, Larry Niven. A
special commemoration of this long-running themed science fiction anthology edited by multiple #1 best seller, Larry
Niven. Here is the 25th anniversary edition of the original volume that started it all. Includes an all-new introduction by
Larry Niven for this re-issue of the first volume in a series that now numbers fourteen volumes and is still going strong.
Larry Niven’s bestselling Man-Kzin series begins! The kzin, formerly invincible conquerors of all they encountered, had a
hard time dealing with their ignominious defeat by the leaf-eating humans. Some secretly hatched schemes for a
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rematch, others concentrated on gathering power within the kzin hierarchy, and some shamefully cooperated with the
contemptible humans, though often for hidden motives. In war and in uneasy peace, here is the first masterful volume in
the Man-Kzin Wars shared universe anthology created by multiple New York Times best-seller, incomparable talespinner, and Nebula- and five-time Hugo-Award-winner, Larry Niven. About the Man-Kzin Wars 25th Anniversary Edition:
“You can’t have any more fun in a book than this. Niven’s Known Space universe is so fertile that it’s bred this
wonderful series. . . . the stories are in the best Campbellian tradition of get-it-done and use-your-head science fiction. . .
If you haven’t read the Man-Kzin entries, this is the place to start because this is the place it started.”—Amazing Stories
About the Man-Kzin War Series: “[The Man-Kzin Wars series is] excellent . . .gripping . . .and expands well on Larry
Niven’s universe. . . .” –Locus About series creator Larry Niven: “Niven’s masterly use of SF strategies hits every note. .
. “–Los Angeles Time
THE POPULAR MAN-KZIN WARS SERIES ROARS BACK INTO ACTION! New stories of the war between humanity
and the catlike Kzin from Brad R. Torgersen, Brendan DuBois, Martin L. Shoemaker, and more! The predatory catlike
warrior race known as the Kzin never had a hard time dealing with all those they encountered, conquering alien worlds
with little effort. That is until they came face to face with the leaf-eaters known as humans. Small of stature and lacking
both claws and fangs, the humans should have been easy prey. But for years now the humans and the Kzin have been
engaged in a series of wars, with neither side able to declare decisive victory once and for all. A new collection of short
stories set in the Man-Kzin Wars shared universe created by multiple New York Times best-seller, incomparable talespinner, and Nebula- and five-time Hugo-Award-winner, Larry Niven. Complete Contributor List: Brad R. Torgersen
Brendan DuBois Martin L. Shoemaker Hal Colebach Jessica Q. Fox Jason Fregeau At the publisher's request, this title is
sold without DRM (Digital Rights Management). About the Man-Kzin War Series: “[The Man-Kzin Wars series is]
excellent . . .gripping . . .and expands well on Larry Niven’s universe. . . .” –Locus About series creator Larry Niven:
“Niven’s masterly use of SF strategies hits every note. . .“–Los Angeles Times
Still smarting from their defeat at the hands of humans centuries ago, the Kzinti, cat-like carnivores, plan their second
assault on Planet Earth
The author of Jumper returns with a near-future SF novel, set in an America whose coastline has been drowned by
melting Antarctic ice. In the world where hundreds of millions of people have been displaced from their homes by the
Deluge--a hundred-foot-rise in sea level from melting ice caps--Partricia Beenan is lucky. She is still an American citizen
with the right to live on the continent, unlike so many "wetfoots" whose homes lie deep under the waves or the refugees
from nations now completely under water. But Patricia's father chose to live on a floating city of New Galveston, instead
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of following his congresswomen wife to Washington, and go into the underwater salvage business. Now, several years
after his death, it's Patricia's business and her city. She's a wealthy woman, on the city council, well known to local INS
commander and the New Galveston police. But none of that will help Patricia when she stumbles across a recently
sunken freighter that has dozens of bodies chained up in its hold and clear evidence that it has been fired upon by an
INS ship. Patricia's evidence of a rogue operation within the INS brings her together with Thomas Beckett, a government
investigator assigned to the case. Romance blossoms while they pursue and are pursued by the killers, into the heart of
the conspiracy.
A solitary mountain rises from the searing, toxic blackness of the planet. Forty miles below, the atmosphere is sixty times
as thick as Earth's, and hot enough to melt lead. The organ banks are the centre of this world. To them the subservient
colonists contribute living limbs. And from them the overlords obtain the vital parts that keep them alive...
H’char’n, a downed kzin hero, crashes on Earth during a Kamikaze-like attack and flees across the U.S., through the
Appalachians, toward Niagara Falls. Pursued by an angry DHS agent who wants to kill this representative of a
murderous species, and accompanied by a sensitive young woman who realizes the kzin have some redeeming
qualities, it’s a race against time as the noose tightens. Meanwhile, the duplicitous and greedy kzin Silver (last seen in
the Man-Kzin series novel Treasure Planet) is hustling to sell a nanotechnological “fountain of youth” to gullible humans.
If H’char’n cannot escape and deal with Silver as only a Kzin hero is able, it may mean a terrible escalation of the
conflict between the kzin and humans that has already cost both proud species far too much. A stand-alone novel by
Man-Kzin anthology stalwarts Hal Colebatch and Jessica Q. Fox set in the hugely popular Man-Kzin War series created
by multiple New York Times best-selling author Larry Niven. About the Man-Kzin War Series: “The Man-Kzin Wars series
is excellent . . . gripping . . . and expands well on Larry Niven’s universe. . . .”—Locus At the publisher's request, this title
is sold without DRM (Digital Rights Management).
Howl Down the Galaxy! The plan: wipe out and enslave those weed-eating, monkey-spawn humans and march on
toward galactic domination! Easy, right Not quite. Now the smarter Kzin see the writing on the wall and form alliances of
convenience with humans. But the battle rage on! A strange OLD world seemingly settled by pre-Romans is about to
have the honor of Kzin enslavement¾unless a human and mercenary-Kzin team can stop it. A human secret agent with
wiped memories must evade a Kzin assassin until he can rediscover his mission and save himself. And a Kzin horde is
racing toward a huge anti-matter cache in deep space as one reluctant human protector stands against this ultimate
threat! A hard-hitting, spellbinding addition to the 'Man-Kzin Wars' shared universe created by multiple New York Times
best-seller, incomparable tale-spinner, and Nebula- and five-time Hugo-Award-winner, Larry Niven! At the publisher's
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request, this title is sold without DRM (Digital Rights Management). "[The Man-Kzin Wars series is] excellent . . .gripping .
. .and expands well on Larry Niven's universe . . . ." ¾Locus
LARRY NIVEN’S KNOWN SPACE IS AFLAME WITH WAR! Once upon a time, in the very earliest days of interplanetary
exploration, an unarmed human vessel was set upon by a warship from the planet Kzin—home of the fiercest warriors in Known
Space. This was a fatal mistake for the Kzinti, of course; they learned the hard way that the reason humanity had decided to study
war no more was that humans were so very, very good at it. And thus began THE MAN-KZIN WARS. Now, several centuries later,
the Kzinti are about to get yet another lesson in why it pays to be polite to those hairless monkeys from planet Earth.
THOSE KZIN DON'T KNOW WHEN THEY'RE LICKED (AND MAYBE THEY AREN'T . . . .) It was so unfair! Here the Kzin were,
warcats supreme, bringing the galaxy piece by piece under feline dominion, carving out satrapies for the home planet like the lords
of creation that they were¾and then they ran into those pesky humans. Mere apes! Contemptible salad-eaters! Taking pride in
sneaking up on a leaf! Obviously fit only to be lunch, not even a speed bump in the Kzinti's imperial career. Hardly worth
screaming-and-leaping about. But when the feline Kzin moved in to take over the monkey-occupied worlds¾they got clobbered.
The humans, with their underhanded monkey cunning, turned communications equipment and space drives into weapons that cut
the dauntless Heroes into ribbons. When the humans gained a faster-than-light drive, it `vas all over but the, uh, howling. The Kzin
had lost their first war ever in centuries of conquest. Still, you can't keep a good warcat down, and the Kzin have by no means
given up. New weapons, new strategies, and new leaders¾the humans had better keep their powder dry. Once again, it's howling
time in Known Space! At the publisher's request, this title is sold without DRM (Digital Rights Management).
Larry Niven and Jerry Pournelle rocked the science fiction world with The Mote in God's Eye. Sentient, capable, and even
charming, the "Moties" nevertheless proved to be enemies of humankind-not by intent, but by dint of biology. With a fresh point of
view, deep continuity, and page-turning plot twists, Pournelle brings a new generation of Moties to life for a new generation of
readers. Outies introduces new characters, adds depth to beloved old ones, creates a rich, imaginable world, and stands the very
notion of "first contact" on its head by questioning what it means to be an alien and an outsider.
GIVE PEACE A CHANCE A Kzin's instinctively combative responses make for poor diplomatic relations between species. But now
that their "first you scream and then you leap" approach to interstellar relations have led to three straight losses to the hairless
hominidae of Sol III, there has begun to arise in Kzinti consciousness the faintest glimmering that there may be a Better Way. And
in the resulting calm between wars, humans and Kzin are beginning to collaborate. Now the Universe really has something to
worry about. At the publisher's request, this title is sold without DRM (Digital Rights Management).
Each race of the Ringworld has always had its own Protector, but when something goes wrong and every incoming spacecraft is
destroyed before arrival, all the legendary beings must unite to save their world. Reprint.
A two-headed creature and a large redfurred carnivore are among the members of a party which arrives to explore a mysterious
world fabricated in the shape of a ring
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When a chain reaction of supernovae explosions at the core of the galaxy unleashes a deadly wave of radiation that will sterilize
the entire galaxy, the Citizens--accompanied by Kirsten Quinn-Kovacs, a descendant of human survivors rescued by the Citizens
from a dying starship--flee into the unknown, in a novel set in the Known Space universe. Reprint.
Chronicles the continuing battle between the humans of Earth and the lethal felines of Kzin

Those war-crazed fur-balls from the planet Kzin just won’t give up, even though the canny pseudo-pacifists from Planet
Earth cut through the Kzinti like a laser through catmeat (once the humans rediscovered old technologies and old
instincts that never quite bred out). The ferocious Kzinti never seemed to be able to come up with a more complicated
strategy than “Scream and Leap.” But after three hard-fought wars, a few of the powerful pussycats have learned from
their foes. Now, they are ready, and all that stands between freedom and a feline-filled universe is the human race. Good
luck, monkey-boys. At the publisher's request, this title is sold without DRM (Digital Rights Management).
Carroll Locklear finds himself stranded on a planet of the prehistoric Kzinti, otherworldly bearcats with homicidal
tendencies, and must win over the female cats in order to survive
The mighty felinoid warriors from the planet Kzin try to defeat the anthropoids from Earth. One Kzin commander thinks he
can defeat them by cooperating. But the humans have millennia of experience dealing with cooperative enemies.
Pride, Prejudice _ and Vengeance! Weed-eaters. Monkey-spawn. Honorless herbivores. Individually weak, humans have
proved most difficult to conquer and enslave. Now the young heir to the Kzinti patriarchy is forced into a desperate
wilderness exile as his empire cracks and the contentious Great Prides attempt to rip one another apart while facing total
war with humanity. Annihilation looms unless the young patriarch can ally with two human warriors to battle his way back
to his rightful place as Leader of the Prides, keeper of pride strahk, and upholder of sacred Kzinti honor. A masterful
addition from popular contributor Paul Chafe to the _Man-Kzin WarsÓ shared universe created by multiple New York
Times best-seller, incomparable tale-spinner, and Nebula- and five-time Hugo-Award-winner, Larry Niven! At the
publisher's reqeust, this title is sold without DRM (Digital Rights Management). _[The Man-Kzin Wars series is] excellent .
. .gripping . . .and expands well on Larry Niven•s universe. . . .Ó ¾ Locus
A story that offers answers to the mysteries of Known Space, including why the Kzin species conquered the interstellar
empire, the origins of the Pak and Jotoki races, and why the Puppeteers have been so protective of humanity
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